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WAR PARTY ON CAMPUS

LynneCheney’s Circles
Call forMassMurder
byHarley Schlanger

On Oct. 16, 2006, with the mid-term election less than three right-wing “Collegiate Network” of “conservative” campus
throwaway newspapers. The UCLA affiliate is the Bruinweeks away, and time slipping away for a Bush-Cheney Ad-

ministration “October Surprise” military strike against Iran, Standard, whose editor is LaRouche-slanderer Garin Hovan-
nisian, a protégé of David Horowitz, who is one of thea speaker told students at the University of California at Los

Angeles (UCLA) that a genocidal attack against Muslims was coordinators of Lynne Cheney’s campus Gestapo. (See EIR,
Oct. 20, 2006.)required to generate “a resurgence in the pride for Western

civilization.” It is this network of money-grubbing, self-promoting
liars which is recruiting the shock troops for the Cheney-In covering this speech, the Daily Bruin on Oct. 17 re-

ported that the speaker, Dr. Yaron Brook, the executive direc- John Train imperial war party.
tor of the Ayn Rand Institute (ARI), warned that “Islamic
totalitarian states pose a severe threat to the security of the The War Party

With the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq proving to be theUnited States,” adding that a way to defeat these regimes “is
to kill up to hundreds of thousands of their supporters.” This, deadly quagmires that Lyndon LaRouche had predicted they

would be, support for the Bush-Cheney suicidal “stay thehe said, would “shrink popular support for extremist ideas to
a small minority of the population,” instead of the 40% which course” policy has collapsed in the polls. The revulsion of

U.S. citizens to this policy has deepened to the point that manyhe claims supports such regimes now.
While some might wish to dismiss this as the demented former Bush-Cheney loyalists among Republican members

of the U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate haverant of a lone madman who was, perhaps, off his meds, the
reality is clear to anyone who has read the LaRouche PAC’s turned on them, and a Democratic Party landslide has become

a real possibility.latest pamphlet, “Is Joseph Goebbels on Your Campus?” Dr.
Brook and his ARI are an integral part of the “war party” Yet, with rapidly declining support at home for these wars,

and growing opposition internationally—including in Greatrun by the Vice President’s wife, Lynne Cheney, and are
deploying to America’s campuses to whip up support for new Britain, where active duty military leaders are calling for

withdrawal—the war party behind Bush and Cheney is con-imperial wars, while intimidating their opponents with tactics
which would make Nazi propagandist Joseph Goebbels green tinuing its maniacal push for a new war against Iran or North

Korea, which could include the use, by the United States, ofwith envy.
Brook’s presentation was sponsored by LOGIC (Liberty, nuclear weapons.

For example, take the case of George Shultz, the old syn-Objectivity, Greed, Individualism, Capitalism), an ARI-
linked organization at UCLA, which also has ties to the archist, who is the most important architect of the Bush Ad-
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Members of the
LaRouche Youth
Movement distribute a
pamphlet exposing “The
Joseph Goebbels on
Your Campus,” at the
University of California
at Los Angeles on Oct.
16.
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ministration. He told an audience at Stanford University on trian fascist economist Ludwig von Mises. The result is the
glorification of Hobbesian man, driven by “self-interest,” i.e.,Oct. 14, that the United States must stop issuing warnings to

Iran, and go to war. greed and lust, in a fight of each against all.
One of the most important followers of Rand is the retiredThe UN and Western governments, he said, say that cer-

tain actions are unacceptable, but, when they happen, they chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Alan Greenspan, who
was part of an initial hard-core group of supporters, knownaccept them. When asked what should be done about this,

Shultz, the man behind Pinochet’s fascist coup in Chile in as “The Collective.” Peikoff was also part of this group.
Greenspan’s first appearance in the New York Times was in a1973, said, “We have to follow up—shoot. . . . When I joined

the Marines, a sergeant gave me a gun and said, ‘Never aim letter to the editor of the Book Review magazine in 1957, when
he wrote a defense of Rand. He lectured on economics forat anyone unless you are willing to pull the trigger.’ Today

we see continual unwillingness to pull the trigger—Darfur, the Nathaniel Branden Institute, which promoted her views.
Branden was another member of Rand’s inner circle. WhenIran, North Korea, Hezbollah. You have to follow through

and shoot.” Greenspan was appointed head of the Council of Economic
Advisors under President Gerald Ford, he bestowed uponIt is on behalf of these marching orders, to overcome that

“unwillingness to pull the trigger,” that the network directed Rand the special honor of an invitation to the swearing-in
ceremony. During his tenure under Ford, he was a leadingby John Train and Lynne Cheney is being deployed.
promoter of the dismantling of government programs which
advanced the general welfare, while successfully advocat-What Is the Ayn Rand Institute?

The Ayn Rand Institute was founded in 1985 by Leonard ing deregulation.
Greenspan was dubbed the “Undertaker” by Rand, per-Peikoff, who received a Ph.D. at New York University under

the direction of Sidney Hook. A LaRouche-hater from the late haps for his grave demeanor, perhaps in prescient anticipation
of his role in destroying the U.S. economy during his stint as1960s, Hook founded the University Centers for a Rational

Alternative (UCRA), which was the direct predecessor to Fed chairman.
Yaron Brook has been head of the Ayn Rand InstituteLynne Cheney’s campus gestapo, the American Council of

Trustees and Alumni (ACTA). (See box.) since 2000, but his curriculum vitae shows that he is far more
than a monetarist ideologue. The ARI website notes: “HisPeikoff is the “heir” to the legacy of the late Ayn Rand,

the founder of “Objectivism.” Rand’s theory mixed the anti- years of service in Israeli Army Intelligence, along with ex-
tensive research, have given him an expertise on the MiddlePlatonic philosophy of Aristotle, John Locke, and Friedrich

Nietzsche with the fanatical anti-nation-state views of Aus- Eastern conflict and terrorism, and American foreign policy
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in that region. Many college campuses around the country to promote preemptive nuclear warfare, modelled on the
approach pushed by Britain’s Bertrand Russell after thehave hosted his most recent talk: ‘The Moral Case for Sup-

porting Israel.’ ” Brook founded three companies, including death of Franklin Roosevelt, explicitly defending the use,
by Truman, of nuclear weapons at Hiroshima and Nagasaki,BH Equity Research, a venture-capital consulting firm in San

Jose, California, and was an assistant professor of finance for and urging the use of nuclear weapons against Russia.
The call by Brook, in his UCLA speech, for killing “hun-seven years at Santa Clara University. He holds a B.Sc. in civil

engineering from the Technion Israel Institute of Technology, dreds of thousands” of Muslims is characteristic of this blood-
thirsty outlook. In a rambling article which appeared in theand an MBA and Ph.D. in finance from the University of

Texas at Austin. inaugural issue of The Objective Standard in 2006, Brook
attacks the idea of “just war,” putting forward instead Ayn
Rand’s theory of “rational self-interest” to justify a preemp-Preemptive Nuclear War

Killing the nation-state with bad economic policy, as tive strike against Iran.
Brook concludes, “We are losing the war on Islamic To-Greenspan did, is not enough for the Cheney war party. A

quick review of the activities of the intersection between talitarianism because our leadership, political and military, is
crippled by the morality of altruism, embodied in the tenetsthe ARI and the Lynne Cheney/Campus Watch/Horowitz

network shows that they are presently on an organizing drive of Just War Theory. The moral code inherent in Just War

Straussian/neo-con group that gives an annual Sidney
Hook Award.BeforeCheney’s ACTA, Participants in Hook’s UCRA included “secular hu-
manist” Paul Kurtz (like Hook, a virulent enemy of Lyn-ThereWasHook’sUCRA
don LaRouche); Leo Cherne’s Freedom House; and Eu-
gene Wigner.

Congress for Cultural Freedom conspirator Sidney Hook The Nixon Administration worked with Hook’s group
created an enterprise in the 1960s, whose purposes and to combat campus dissidents. The National Archives has
tactics served as a model for today’s Lynne Cheney-John papers on that regime’s channel to Hook, in the Nixon
Train initiative for a campus gestapo. Hook’s University Presidential Materials, Charles W. Colson “Special Files”
Center for Rational Alternatives (UCRA) was created section—Colson being then the dirty tricks coordinator
about 1968 (originally called the Coordinating Center for for Nixon, and now a leader of the religious fascists at
Democratic Opinion), using as a foil the New Left/counter- “The Fellowship.”
culture which was hitting schools then. According to the records of the Texas Governor’s of-

Noam Chomsky, writing “In Defense of the Student fice, the administration of then-Governor George W. Bush
Movement” in 1971, cited a letter circulated to teachers was in touch with the Sidney Hook group as of 1996 (In-
from the Hook organization on its goals: “ ‘to defend aca- ventory of Senior Advisor’s Office, Education Issues Files
demic freedom against extremism . . . to combat attacks II). Thus, when Lynne Cheney and Sen. Joe Lieberman
on the democratic process,’ particularly ‘terrorist attacks (D-Conn.) founded ACTA in 1995, UCRA was still func-
and multiple varieties of putschism’ such as at San Fran- tioning, though Hook had died in 1989.
cisco State . . . to support the university as an open center Cheney’s ACTA was financed with hundreds of thou-
of free thought and speech,’ ” and so forth. sands of dollars from the Lynde and Harry Bradley Foun-

Lynne Cheney’s American Council of Trustees and dation and the Olin Foundation, the twin groups of the
Alumni (ACTA), in its publication Inside Academe for Straussian Michael Joyce (see last week’s EIR). Those two
Summer 2005, ran this comment from Sam Bluefarb, a foundations seem to be the only foundations contributing
leftist-to-rightist comrade of the neo-con movement: “To to Hook’s UCRA, giving $70,000 total in 1988, 1989,
friends and colleagues of ACTA from one who appreciates and 1994.
your efforts. . . . Those small beginnings initiated by The last article which Hook wrote, just before his death
Sidney Hook and his colleagues in the University Centers was a sally from UCRA, “Civilization and Its Malcon-
for Rational Alternatives have inspired the formation of tents—Stanford University’s Humanities Curriculum
such organizations as the National Association of Scholars Revisions,” which Hook gave to his friend William F.
and the American Council of Trustees and Alumni. . . .” Buckley for publication in National Review.

Note that the National Association of Scholars is the —Anton Chaitkin
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Civilization, Pipes was a founder of Campus Watch.
The ARI produced a supplemental issue of its Impact

newsletter in September 2002, titled “America at War.” This
included an article by Dr. Onkar Ghate, “Innocents in War?”
with the subhead, “A Free Nation Should Not Let the Fear of
Causing Civilian Casualties Hinder Its Self-Defense.” Okhate
wrote that “our government’s concern—shared by many
Americans—about killing civilians is morally mistaken.” He

Yaron Brook,
president and
executive director
of the Ayn Rand LaRoucheYouth:WeWill
Institute, said that
the only way to BrookNoFascists
defeat “Islamic
totalitarian states”
is “to kill hundreds When fascist Yaron Brook arrived at his first speaking
of thousands of engagement at the Tufts University extravaganza
their supporters.”

Ayn Rand Institute planned for the weekend of Oct. 20-22, where he was
scheduled to put forward his genocidal plan to deal
with “Islamic Totalitarianism,” the LaRouche Youth
Movement (LYM) was ready for him. The campus hadTheory defines rules that undercut, inhibit, and subvert any

hope of success in war.” been saturated with over 3,000 copies of the LPAC
pamphlet “Is Joseph Goebbels on Your Campus?” andBrook’s co-author in this diatribe was Alex Epstein, who

is a junior fellow at the ARI; he also works on the staff of LYM members were well situated within the 150-per-
son audience.David Horowitz’s frontpagemagazine.com.

Horowitz, who once worked for Bertrand Russell, is an- The LYM did not wait for Brook to finish his rant.
In its midst one called out: Isn’t it true that at UCLA youother supporter of using nuclear weapons to kill large numbers

of Muslims. When confronted by LaRouche Youth Move- said you wanted to kill thousands of Muslims? When
Brooks refused to answer and continued, the LYMment (LYM) members during a speech at the University of

California, Santa Barbara, Horowitz defended Truman’s use member addressed the audience: Can’t you understand
that this is fascism?of nuclear weapons, and added that the United States should

use nuclear weapons against Iran. Typical of today’s “go along to get along” culture,
the audience defended Brook, even as the LYM mem-Another member of the ARI genocide team is Prof. John

Lewis, who is scheduled to appear at an ARI-sponsored event ber was removed. The situation called for more demon-
strative action.with Brook in Boston Oct. 20-22. An article by Lewis ap-

peared in Capitalism Magazine in the April 2006 issue, titled LYM member Alex Getachew took the lead. He
stood up and gave Brook the Hitler salute, yelling “Heil,“The Moral Lesson of Hiroshima.” Lewis argues that the

effects of the nuclear bombs detonated on Hiroshima and Yaron Brook,” and began goose-stepping around the
room. Seven more LYM organizers followed him, dem-Nagasaki “were so beneficent, so wide-ranging and so long-

term, that the bombings must be ranked among the most moral onstrating to the audience exactly what most of them
were supporting.acts ever committed”!

Presenting the Randian justification for a neo-con strike But this was only the beginning. A number of LYM
members remained behind to challenge Brook, who hadagainst Iran, North Korea, et al., he concludes, “It took a

country that values this world to bomb this [Japanese impe- claimed that he didn’t even know David Horowitz, one
of the key campaigners for purging the campuses. Asrial] system into extinction.

“For the Americans to do so while refusing to sacrifice Brook tried to defend himself, and Horowitz’s Campus
Watch, he got totally twisted up—and exposed as a liar,their own troops to save the lives of enemy civilians was a

sublimely moral action.” as well as a genocidalist.
See www.larouchepac.com, and our next issue, forAlso appearing at the Boston conference will be Brook’s

close collaborator, Daniel Pipes. In addition to the role he details.
plays as one of the leading neo-con promoters of the Clash of
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ended with a cold-blooded conclusion typical of these “Ob-
jectivists”: “War is terrible but sometimes necessary. To win
the war on terrorism, we must not let a mistaken concern with
‘innocents’ deter us. As a free nation, we have the moral right FDRClubDebatesMass
to defend ourselves, even if this requires mass civilian deaths
in terrorist countries” (emphasis added). Ghate is described Organizing Strategy
as the head of ARI’s undergraduate and graduate education
programs. WithCalif. DemLeader

One can add to this rogues’ gallery of Randian proponents
of mass extermination the name of Leonard Peikoff. He wrote by Sky Shields
an article for Capitalism Magazine on Oct. 2, 2001, shortly
after the events of Sept. 11, titled, “End States That Sponsor

Oct. 12 saw the fourth monthly meeting of the Franklin Del-Terrorism.” The title comes from what he calls the “excellent
words” of neo-con Paul Wolfowitz, who was then Deputy ano Roosevelt Legacy Democratic Club, the official

LaRouche arm of the California Democratic Party. In keepingSecretary of Defense, and instrumental in pushing the false
intelligence reports of WMDs used by the Bush Administra- with the club’s mission, each month’s meeting has consis-

tently brought the best of the Democratic Party’s elected lead-tion to justify a war against Iraq.
In this article, Peikoff demanded an attack on Iran, and ership into an environment where they can be developed by

their exposure to the LaRouche Youth Movement’s univer-endorsed the use of nuclear weapons, writing, “A proper
war in self-defense is one fought without self-crippling re- sity on wheels, and the products of the LYM’s organizing

among labor, industry, and scientific-engineering profes-strictions placed on our commanders in the field. It must be
fought with the most effective weapons we possess (a few sionals.

The first presentation was by LYM member Ardenaweeks ago, Rumsfeld refused, correctly, to rule out nu-
clear weapons.)” Clark, who covered the nest of Gestapo-like agents deployed

into American universities by networks associated with “Sis-
ter” Lynne Cheney, Sen. Joseph “Goebbels” Lieberman, andWhat’s on Your Children’s Campus?

Members of the LYM have taken up the responsibility to synarchist banker John Train (see recent issues of EIR).
This set the stage for the second presentation, a brief intro-expose and defeat “Big Sister” Cheney’s gestapo operations

on America’s college campuses. LYM researchers are in the duction of the evening’s highlighted speaker, by Western
States LaRouche spokesman Harley Schlanger. Schlangerprocess of identifying these operations, and showing the inter-

connections among the various organizations which have contrasted the separate responses to the massive election
fraud perpetrated by the synarchist controllers of the Bushbeen established to brainwash students into accepting the idea

that “nothing can be done” to change policy, you might as Administration in the 2004 U.S. Presidential election on the
one side, and the 2006 Mexican Presidential election on thewell “just relax and enjoy it.”

The UCLA case is exemplary of the relevant overlaps of other. He called for a break from the existing apathy within
the Democratic Party and U.S. population more generally,personnel, and networks, indicating their common mother.

The chairman of LOGIC at the UCLA campus is also the and for a “regime change” in the upcoming November elec-
tions, which would mirror the kind of fight expressed by theassociate editor of the neo-con Bruin Standard, one of the 90-

odd college papers controlled by the Buckley/Cheney/Straus- supporters of Andrés Manuel López Obrador in Mexico. The
speaker he was about to introduce, he said, would undoubt-sian “Collegiate Network” across the United States. This

newspaper network is regularly used by the fascist neo-cons edly play a major role, both in achieving that needed electoral
regime change, and in shaping policy in its aftermath.to both carry out witchhunts and slanders against professors

who oppose the Bush Administration’s fascist policies. Natu-
rally, this has led them to be used to publish slanders on the Campaign To Defeat Schwarzenegger

With this introduction, Los Angeles Democratic PartyLaRouche Youth Movement as well.
Throughout the country, LYM organizers are demanding Chairman Eric Bauman took the podium. He asked the audi-

ence whether they realized that Election Day is no longerthat students adopt proactive measures to challenge these fas-
cists. There has been a reign of terror run against professors Tuesday, Nov. 7, but is in fact Wednesday, Nov. 8. He ex-

plained to the befuddled audience, that this lie was actuallyand students by Lynne Cheney and her minions. The distribu-
tion of the LaRouche PAC pamphlet is beginning the process already being spread among black, Hispanic, and Asian-im-

migrant communities by mechanized “robo-calls.” This com-of freeing youth to do what youth should do: Challenge au-
thority, especially when that authority demands submission pounds the difficulty to be faced in the California Gubernato-

rial elections, where Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger recentlyto the corrupt, lying policies of the doomed Bush-Cheney
Administration. made his top campaigner a woman who was already serving
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Eric Baumann,
chairman of the Los
Angeles County
Democratic Central
Committee, told the FDR
Legacy Club that
elections are won
nowadays, not by ideas,
but by “constricting” the
electorate, in hopes of
keeping the other guy’s
people from coming out
to the polls. With him at
the rostrum are Ardena
Clark and Quincy
O’Neal of the LaRouche
Youth Movement.
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as his chief of staff, Susan Kennedy. Kennedy typifies the All of this is preventing people from realizing, Bauman
said, that come Nov. 8, Schwarzenegger is going to have totype of left-right synarchist operation, which controls

Schwarzenegger: She is the former Chief of Staff of the prior pay back $120 million in campaign loans—his easy-come,
easy-go, newfound image will be the last thing on his mind.Democratic Governor, Gray Davis, who was ousted in the

2003 recall election that installed Schwarzenegger as Gover- As a further example of what the post-election plans of his
controllers consist of, is that his chief policy man is the formernor. Kennedy is the former head of NARAL, California (a

pro-choice organization), as well as the former Executive Di- president of the Personal Insurance Federation of Califor-
nia—“the worst of corporate greed in California”—therector of the California State Democratic Party.

Matt Dowd, Schwarzenegger’s chief campaign strategist, grouping in charge of lobbying for corrupt policy changes to
rip off California insurance-policy holders.is a similar type. He is credited by Bauman as the man who

won California for Bill Clinton; yet he left the Democratic What will we do over the next four to five weeks? Bauman
asked. We may not win the gubernatorial election. What willParty to campaign for George Bush’s election and, as Bauman

said, “knows California voters as well as anybody.” we do if the GOP sweeps California? Tom McClintock, the
Republican candidate for Lieutenant Governor, believes thatSuch left-right cover is what makes Schwarzenegger

difficult to defeat. Already, people are beginning to forget Social Security should not exist. Chuck Pachegian, Republi-
can candidate for state Attorney General, voted against a banthat this is the same Arnie who, just months ago, was attack-

ing police, firefighters, teachers, and nurses as “special inter- on 50-caliber assault weapons, and believes that enforcing
environmental laws and defending consumers is not a respon-ests,” and was gloating over “kicking their butts.” A recent

allocation of state funds for after-school programs was fun- sibility of the Attorney General’s office.
nelled to black churches in order to buy them off; and, to
top it all off, Arnold had finished a campaign blitz through A Tough Dialogue

The first question came from LYM member Nick Walsh,South Central Los Angeles, speaking at these churches, be-
fore the Democratic candidate had even determined that it who asked Bauman why he hadn’t addressed what really

makes Schwarzenegger different: that he is run by the samewould be necessary.
The only counter to this from the Democratic leadership, synarchist-fascist networks associated with George Shultz,

which are currently in control of the Bush Administration.was that Congresswoman Maxine Waters organized a last-
minute group of 200 protesters to follow Arnold around and Bauman replied that while he would not dispute the facts

Walsh was bringing up, he would disagree, and would insistremind people that, only months before, he had been leading
a full-tilt assault on the state’s poor and on the services on that what really makes Schwarzenegger different, is that he

is a movie star. In response to a follow-up question fromwhich they depend. The Schwarzenegger campaign has been
micro-targetting California, he said, the way Bush did in Walsh, Bauman began to insist that though everything the

questioner was saying was true, voters don’t “care aboutOhio, using a method which was recently used to defeat an
amendment in Oregon: buying magazine subscription lists, huge themes like globalization and Felix Rohatyn”! He

agreed that these are the source of their problems, but thatand using them to tailor campaign messages to specific
groups. voters only understand whether or not they have food on
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